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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/11/technology/personaltech/i-downloaded-the-information-that-facebook-has-on-me-
yikes.html
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Edge Bundling

Survey: http://www.chaofz.me/asset/file/Edge%20Bundling%20Survey.pdf
Survey: ZhouXuYuan2013

[Zhou2017]

http://www.chaofz.me/asset/file/Edge%20Bundling%20Survey.pdf


Geometry-Based
Edge Bundling



Geometry Based Edge Clustering

CuiZhouQu2008



Geometry Based Edge Clustering

CuiZhouQu2008



CuiZhouQu2008

Graph analyzer: uses edge distribution patterns to figure out 
representative primary edge directions. 
Mesh generator: generates control-mesh edges perpendicular to 
each selected primary direction. 
Bundler: uses intersections between the original graph and the 
control mesh, it sets some control points on the control-mesh edges 
and curves the original graph edges to pass through these control 
points to form edge clusters. 
Edge smoother:  curved edges with too many zigzags are further 
fine-tuned to become visually pleasing.



Manual/automatic mesh generation

CuiZhouQu2008



Animation

CuiZhouQu2008

By viewing the animations, users will have
a better idea about the data and may detect some patterns that may
otherwise disappear in the final static layouts.



CuiZhouQu2008



Force-Directed
Edge Bundling



Force-Directed Edge Bundling

Highlight: A self-organizing approach: edges are modeled as flexible 
springs having attracting forces on other nodes while the node 
positions still keep fixed

HoltenWijk2009



HoltenWijk2009GBEB: Geometry based edge bundling



Image-Based
Edge Bundling



Image Based Edge Clustering

TeleaErsoy2010



Image Based Edge Clustering

TeleaErsoy2010



Shape Construction

TeleaErsoy2010



Shading

TeleaErsoy2010



Different 
rendering 

styles

TeleaErsoy2010



Interaction: Digging Lens

TeleaErsoy2010



Skeleton-Based
Edge Bundling



Skeleton-Based Edge Bundling 

ErsoyHurterPaulovich2011



ErsoyHurterPaulovich2011



Shape 
Construction

ErsoyHurterPaulovich2011



Relaxation and Smoothing

ErsoyHurterPaulovich2011



ErsoyHurterPaulovich2011US Immigration Graph



Comparison



[Zhou2017]



Graph-Theoretic 
Measures

https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/measures/list
Brain Connectivity Toolbox



Incomplete list of measures

1 Degree and Similarity
2 Density and Rentian Scaling
3 Clustering and Community Structure
4 Assortativity and Core Structure
5 Paths and Distances
6 Efficiency and Diffusion
7 Centrality
8 Motifs

Brain Connectivity Toolboxhttps://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/measures/list



Modularity

Newman2006https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modularity_(networks)



Modularity

Newman2006



Modularity

Newman2006

Network contains n vertices.
For a division of the network into two groups: 

si = 1 if vertex i belongs to group 1
si =-1 if it belongs to group 2

Aij: adjacency matrix, number of edges between vertices i and j (0 
or 1). 
ki, kj: degree of vertices i and j. 
ki*kj/2m: The expected number of edges between vertices i and j if
edges are placed at random. 
m: total number of edges. 
Q: sum of Aij - ki*kj/2m over all pairs of vertices i,j that fall in the 
same group.



Betweenness Centrality

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Betweenness_centrality



Betweenness Centrality

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Betweenness_centrality



Global Clustering Coefficient

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clustering_coefficient



Local Clustering Coefficient

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clustering_coefficient

The local clustering coefficient  for a vertex is given by the 
proportion of links between the vertices within its neighborhood 
divided by the number of links that could possibly exist between 
them.



Local Clustering Coefficient

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clustering_coefficient



Additional Materials



Clustering Coefficient

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Oa7mef77nM



Centrality

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgUj8DEH5Tc



Network Modularity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_Q7uPAl34M



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89mxOdwPfxA



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFcuovfgPTc



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HkXkAZye1Y&list=PLsJWgOB5mIMAuH3cHa-MXukX6-RPpDXgl



Coming Up:
Spectral Clustering
Label Propagation



Thanks!
You can find me at: beiwang@sci.utah.edu

Any questions?

mailto:beiwang@sci.utah.edu?subject=
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Presentation Design
This presentation uses the following typographies and colors:

Colors  used

Free Fonts used:
http://www.1001fonts.com/oswald-font.html

https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

